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CLIFFE PARISH COUNCIL 

Minutes of the Meeting of the Parish Council held on Monday 2nd August 2021 

21/082 Present:-    

Councillor G Wilson (Chairman) 

Councillor A Pulleyne 

Councillor P Maw 

Councillor J Wallinger 

Councillor K Wedgwood 

Councillor R Woodall 

 

Two members of the public 

 

21/083 Apologies:-  

 

Councillor H Cross 

Councillor A Holman 

Councillor J Jewitt 

 

District Councillor K Arthur 

County Councillor M Jordan 

 

21/084 Declarations of Interest: - None 

 

21/085 Public Session: -   

A representative of Cliffe Tennis Club advised that the club want to improve the facilities by replacing some 

of the netting & resurfacing the court surface and requested financial assistance from the Parish Council. 

It was noted that the club have obtained one quote so far totalling £8,406.00 and have secured funding 

totalling £4,000 including £2,000 from County Councillor Mike Jordan’s Locality Budget. 

 

A lengthy discussion took place concerning the funding that Cliffe Tennis Club have already received 

(including two years rent free from the PFA) and the recent issue with the electrical installations on the 

Playing Field costing £800.00 which the Tennis Club have not contributed towards.   

 

Members raised concern that the club is not freely accessible to all residents as the Pay and Play cost 

(accessed via Cherry Tree Stores) is £10.00 and questioned if the netting and court surface could be repaired 

rather than being replaced in order to reduce costs. 

 

RESOLVED that the Parish Council are unable to provide financial assistance as the club is not freely 

accessible to all residents and therefore the majority of the community do not benefit from this. 

 

A member of Cliffe Playing Fields Association asked the Parish Council to consider paying their insurance 

renewal (as they have done previously) and it was noted that they have secured a much more competitive 

quote this year totalling £857.98 (down from £1390.15 in 2020). 

RESOLVED to put on the September agenda for discussion. 

 

21/086 Listen to reports from County and District Councillors:- None Present 
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21/087 Confirmation of Minutes of the Parish Council Meeting (12/07): -  

The Minutes of the Parish Council Meeting held on Monday 12th July 2021 were proposed by Councillor K 

Wedgwood, seconded by Councillor A Pulleyne and unanimously agreed. 

 

21/088 Matters arising from the minutes of the above meeting (action review):- 

 

01 – Review of Highway Issues 

The Chairman provided the following updates:- 

 

(CPC – H01) Schedule for resurfacing of the A63 through Cliffe 

The turning of HGV’s at the crossroads has caused an uneven surface on the A63 which causes noise and 

disruption to residents at the crossroads. 

Highways Officer response 30/07 – Not aware of any resurfacing plans here and no money has been 

allocated. 

Chairman to ask Highways to repair the potholes at the crossroads as soon as possible to alleviate some of 

the noise.    

 

(CPC – H02) Schedule for resurfacing of Main Street, Cliffe 

The road is badly in need of repair/resurfacing, especially outside the school.  

 

(CPC – H03) Schedule for resurfacing of Old Hull Road in Cliffe 

The road is badly in need of repair/resurfacing. 

 

We believe H02 & H03 are scheduled to be resurfaced in the future, but do not know the date. Is there a plan 

to conduct temporary repairs ahead of the resurfacing? 

Highways Officer response 30/07 - Due to be patched /surfaced next year 2022 then surface dressed in 

2023. 

(CPC – H04) Request for ‘Deer’ warning signs on Lowmoor Road 

Request submitted 14th June 2021 (Highways ref number: 101008318870): There is a high level of Deer 

crossing Lowmoor road between the point at the Northern boundary of Just Paper Tubes to the Northern 

boundary of Fir Tree Farm. Would it be possible to erect signage to alert traffic of the high possibility of 

deer (& other wildlife) along this stretch of road please?                                                                            

Highways Officer response 30/07 - An order will be placed for Deer signs. 

(CPC – H05) Footpath between Cliffe and Cliff Common 

Highways Faults Report (101007917612) submitted Feb 2021: There is no footpath between the villages 

of Cliffe and Cliff Common (the population of which has increased significantly in recent years). This 

stretch of road is a National Speed limit and includes a blind bend due to high hedges. There is a 570M 

section where there is no footpath and pedestrians have no other option but to walk in the road. The verges 

on both sides are very narrow (being between the road and ditches on both sides), do not have a suitable 

walking surface (rough grass) and are interspersed with drainage channels. Please can NYCC investigate 

provision of a path along this stretch of road before an accident occurs? I appreciate funding is limited at this 

time and as such any help in making this stretch of road safer in the meantime, such as "Pedestrians in road 

ahead" signs would be appreciated. The footfall along this stretch has increased to such levels that an 

accident is inevitable if something isn't done. 
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Email response from Highways (Gary Lumb, Feb 2021): To provide a footway to link the two 

communities on York Road would require a large amount of funding, estimated at £87,000, which is not 

achievable from the local highways budget. Due to the budget cuts over the years, the County Council is 

now working under significantly reduced funding for highway improvement works. Such a decision was 

brought about through the adoption of the new Local Transport Plan 4 which has been recommended for 

adoption by the North Yorkshire Elected Members, adopting a hierarchy of ‘Manage, Maintain & Improve’ 

This recognises the fact that NYCC have statutory duties for network ‘Management’ and highway 

‘Maintenance’ but generally (excluding some elements of road safety) only powers to ‘Improve’ the 

network. The County Council recognise the Parish Council’s desire to extend the footway but unfortunately, 

due to reduction in capital funding, it is unlikely that any proposals for highway improvements will come to 

fruition in the foreseeable future. However, my colleague has arranged to install warning signs of 

‘pedestrians in the road ahead’ on York Road. Warning signs can play an important part in improving road 

safety. I have attached a plan showing the proposed sign locations. Happy to discuss further. 

Update July 2021: Records show that concern to Highways was raised by the Parish Council as far back as 

the 1980’s that there was a risk the footpath to Cliff Common would be lost if not maintained as it was 

overgrown and disappearing. 

Parish Councillors have dug exploratory holes along this stretch and can confirm that the tarmacked footpath 

is there, a few inches beneath the surface. We believe that this falls under the “Manage, Maintain & 

Improve”                                                                                                                                                 

Highways Officer 30/07Managers response - It is quite likely that a footway ran from Cliffe to Cliffe 

Common as it was common practice for railway companies to build footways from villages to the nearest 

station (in this case on the old Selby to Driffield Line at our Cliffe chipping dump), but I don’t recall it being 

visible over the full length since I started working in Selby. Can you provide evidence of the footway you 

mention, so I can investigate further. 

It was noted that Councillor J Wallinger has aerial photographs which show the footpath and it was agreed 

to expose a small section and send photographs of the surface as evidence along with the aerial photographs.       

Chairman & Councillor A Pulleyne to liaise with Mark Lumby (NYCC Highways) re exposing the 

footpath. 

(CPC – H06) Why only 2 of the planned 4 pedestrian warning signs have so far been erected on York Road 

(This is viewed as VERY serious and dangerous & should be done ASAP please)                                  

Highways Faults Report (101007917612) submitted Feb 2021. Email response from Highways (Gary Lumb, 

Feb 2021) in response to incident: …… my colleague has arranged to install warning signs of ‘pedestrians in 

the road ahead’ on York Road. 

CPC emailed Mr Lumb as follows (5th June 2021): I notice that two of the four signs have been installed. 

Can you give me an update on when the other two will be installed please? 

Response from Mr Lumb ((7th June 2021): I will make enquiries with the Engineer who submitted the works 

order to the contractor. 

No further response since then (up to 17th July) and the two middle signs at the crossroads have not yet been 

installed. THIS IS A MAJOR SAFETY ISSUE.                                                                                                            

Highways Officer response 30/07 - Order was placed for 4 signs, so I will ensure 4 signs are provided. 

Councillor R Woodall confirmed that the two middle signs at the crossroads have now been installed. 
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(CPC – H07) Path clearance (cutting back overgrowth which has made pathways very narrow and 

dangerous) along the A63 in Lund 

A number of residents have voiced concern regarding this very narrow footpath, especially when 

considering the speeds which vehicles pass along this road (see CPC-H20). We believe the clearing of the 

path is scheduled to be done the future, but do not know the date. Is there a plan for this please? 

Highways Officer response 30/07 – HO on leave, so will send a response once I have discussed it with them 

next week. 

Councillor A Pulleyne agreed to chase this up with Mark Lumby – NYCC Highways.  

 

(CPC – H08) The 7.5t sign at the North end of Greengate Lane has been ‘shot at’ and is now riddled with 

holes – is it possible to replace this also please? 

Highways Officer response 02/08 - No actionable defect, the sign is in otherwise good order & fit for 

purpose at present. 

 

(CPC – H09) Footpath improvements at NE corner of A63 crossroads (Dec 2017). The level of the footpath 

is almost the same level as the road and there needs to be a distinct separation between the two as this is a 

busy school footpath and children especially need to be subconsciously aware of where the footpath ends 

and the road begins. 

Clerk received a quote from Highways to widen footpath (£2,700) in Feb 2018.Site meeting held and a 

report submitted to the Parish Council - Oct 2018, No progress since then.                                             

Highways Officer response 30/07 - I have attached a copy of the Highway Specification A1 which includes a 

full height kerbed footway, so if you are wishing to fund these improvements, the design must include this 

specification and also approved by the County Council, so further discussions will be required.   

(CPC – H10) Unauthorised HGVs using York Road as a shortcut. (The most commented and complained 

about issue in the village at the moment is the amount of HGVs travelling along York Road. This issue is 

regularly conveyed to councillors from many people within the village who all live along the length of York 

Road)                                                                                                                                                               

The 7.5t weight limit in place has its Northern boundary 2 miles North of the village and was put there over 

40 years ago upon the creation of Whitemoor Mine (now a business park). It is the feeling amongst the 

villagers and the councillors that we should request that the Northern boundary of the 7.5t weight be 

relocated to the four lane ends crossroads in Cliff Common (although this is yet to be decided officially).  

One of the reasons for this is that since the weight limit was introduced 40 years ago, a number of 

businesses, including Just Paper Tubes, have been established within the 7.5t limit zone and this has 

contributed to the aforementioned HGVs through the village issue. Whilst it is acknowledged that JPT are 

not the sole reason for HGV traffic through the village, it is noticeable that the majority of vehicles appear to 

be either Campeys or Pickerings lorries – both of whom conduct haulage for JPT.  

On behalf of the Parish Council, and the villagers, I have myself spoken to a number of businesses North of 

the village, including JPT. A gentleman’s agreement was established whereby lorries travelling to/from the 

motorway would use the village, but empty lorries travelling to/from Campeys depot in Selby would use the 

Northern route of the A163 to avoid travelling through the village. Sadly, this has not been the case with 

many lorries still being seen turning towards Selby at the main A63 crossroads in the village. The turning of 

these HGVs at the crossroads has caused an uneven surface on the A63 which causes noise and disruption to 

residents at the crossroads (see CPC-H01). 
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The lorries travel through the village at very early hours and cause disruption to residents along York Road. 

There are a number of speed bumps along York Road which these HGVs travel over, adding to the noise and 

disruption for nearby residents. There are also drainage issues throughout the village, with pinch-points 

highlighted as being from silt build up in the drains at the speed bump locations. 

Recently a resident stating that her husband had counted 42 HGVs in a single day through the village. 

As mentioned earlier – we are not saying that this issue is wholly caused by JPT – but it does appear to be a 

significant contribution. The Parish Council are continuing to be proactive regarding contacting businesses 

North of the village and reminding them of the 7.5t weight limit. 

Highways Officer 30/07Managers response - Moving the terminals signs, changing advance 

information/direction signs on the A163 and amending the TRO will be costly. Moving the terminal signs to 

the cross roads will create safety issues. Drivers who ignore the advanced information/direction will be 

forced to either continue through the restriction, carryout an unsafe u turn manoeuvre at the cross roads or 

use unsuitable roads through South Duffield and Osgodby. In this instance, I think you should apply for the 

SMP speed survey (information attached) as this not only gives the speed of vehicle, it also gives the sizes 

and times. This will give the County Council the information to see if the issue warrants further 

investigation. 

(CPC- H11) Relocation of Northern 7.5t weight limit from current location to four lane ends crossroads in 

Cliff Common 

See CPC-H10 for details. 

 

Highways Officer 30/07Managers response -  See CPC-H10 

Councillor J Wallinger to make enquiries re the SMP speed survey. 

 

The Chairman advised that he has spoken to the Bubwith Against Speeding (BAS) Group about their 

involvement with Community Speedwatch to tackle speeding and it was noted that there has been a decrease 

recently in HGV traffic and speeding on York Road. 

  

Councillor K Wedgwood reported that it is not possible to set up CCTV to survey the HGV traffic on York 

Road due to privacy laws. 

 

Councillors A Pulleyne & K Wedgwood to speak to local companies about their HGV’s not using York 

Road.  

 

(CPC- H12) Speeding along York Road (both directions)                                                                                

Two recent surveys have highlighted this as a significant issue. 

The Chairman will be moving the Vehicle Activated Sign (VAS) in the near future and will report back on 

the data obtained. 

(CPC – H13) The "Children" warning signs at the approach to the A63 junction are too small (Feb 2019) 

This was identified by Highways, the signs are 600mm, but they should be 750mm (for a 40mph limit road). 

 

Highways Officer response 30/07- An order will be placed to replace the sign with a 900mm. 
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(CPC – H14) Investigate moving the 40mph sign/limit on the A63 to the bridge approach (from the West) as 

current site at bottom of the bridge catches drivers unawares 

This was last discussed during February 2019. 

 

Highways Officer response 30/07 - It is felt that the signs are visible for quite a distance from where the 

limit applies, however if some motorists do not see these signs than the only option is to introduce larger 

signs,the speed limit sign can have a diameter of up to 1500mm.  

Using a greater mounting height may also help, but this must not be so high that the signs will not be 

illuminated by headlights. There is no prescribed sign to warn of a speed limit ahead, and the use of count-

down markers is inappropriate: indeed count-down markers incorporating the speed limit sign are illegal. I 

will see if there is funding available for the upgrade (larger) of the signs. 

 

(CPC – H15) Pedestrian crossing over the A63. 

This was last discussed in December 2018. The village is divided by the A63 and the school is on the South 

side of the A63, meaning many children need to cross this very busy road (with a large number of vehicles 

exceeding the 40mph speed limit – evidence of this can be provided from the parish council-owned speed 

limit sign records).  

A ‘lollipop man/lady’ supervises the crossing of children at key school times, but only last year the lollipop 

man on duty was very nearly run over by a car (& there have been other incidents also). Throughout the rest 

of the day there is no means of helping pedestrians to cross the A63 safely. Is it possible to consider 

installation of a pedestrian crossing? 

 

Highways Officer response 30/07 - I have attached the assessment report which was carried out in 2019.  

Chairman to circulate the assessment report to all members; to be discussed further at the next Parish 

Council meeting. 

 

(CPC – H16) Double Yellow Lines along York Road opposite side from the pub (Nov 2017). 

During non-pandemic times there are a number of cars which park on the opposite side of the road to the 

New Inn, with many of them parking half on the footpath. This causes blocking of the footpath and a 

situation where cars are regularly parked opposite each other, rendering the road a bottleneck with 

effectively a single car width passage between them.  

During large events organised at the pub, the cars can stretch all the way along this stretch of road, either 

side of the pub. This is on approach to the level crossing also. The request for double yellow lines along the 

West side of York road, between the crossroads and the level crossing was discussed in 2017, but this seems 

to have stalled. Could we have the double yellow lines painted please? 

 

Highways Officer response 30/07 - Evidence is required (as mentioned on the site meeting). 

(CPC – H17) Speed limit requested for Cliffe Common (Jun 2020) 

The current speed limit through Cliff Common is a national speed limit (60 mph). The population of Cliff 

Common has increased significantly in recent years. There is also no footpath through Cliff Common on 

either side of the road. The road bends slightly and has a raised ‘hump’ where the old Selby to Driffield 

railway line crossing was. How can we get the speed limit through Cliff Common reviewed and reduced 

please? 

 

Highways Officer response 30/07 - To change an existing speed limit isn’t just about moving the signs.  A 

Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) is required which involves consultation, legal notice, then when the order is 

signed and official the work to move the signs can take place so to change a speed limit is a costly exercise 
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and the County Council must prioritise where allocation of spending is and that there must be actual 

collision history not just perceived (see attached Speed Management Protocol (SMP)).  

So in the 1st instance a survey is required to establish if there is a speeding issue, based on those results and 

collision history the 95 Alive partnership apply the data to an assessment matrix to establish. 

Changing a speed limit must comply with the Department for Transport recommendations where it is 

necessary and follow the published guidelines when setting speed limits to ensure that they are appropriate 

for the environment, be effective so to gain support from the Police should enforcement be required. 

The criteria for setting local speed limit is included in the leaflet, link below:-

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/63975/circular-01-2013.pdf 

Regarding the reduction of the speed limit, the making of a successful speed limit is highly technical and 

some or all of the following documents (all are free for down load from the internet) are used as reference in 

that process: 

• Department for Transport (DfT) Circular 01/2013 'Setting Local Speed Limits',  

• DfT Traffic Advisory Leaflet (TAL) 1/04 'Village Speed Limits’,  

• Current NPCC (ACPO) Speed Enforcement Policy Guidelines (2011-2015: 'Joining 

Forces for Safer Roads'),  

• DfT TAL 2/06 ‘Speed Assessment Framework’. 

• DfT TAL 1/03 ‘Vehicle Activated Signs’ 

• Signed as per the statutory requirements contained within Regulation 16 of the Traffic 

Signs Regulations and General Directions 2002 and 

• Traffic Signs Manual Chapter 3 (Regulatory Signs) 

(CPC – H18) Speed limit request for Lund on A63 (Dec 2020) 

The current speed limit through Lund is a national speed limit (60 mph). A number of residents have voiced 

concern regarding the high speed of vehicles along this stretch of the A63. How can we get the speed limit 

through Lund reviewed and reduced please? 

Highways Officer response 30/07- See CPC-H17 

 

(CPC – H19) Ornamental Village Signs 

We are considering requests from villagers in both Cliffe and South Duffield for the provision of ornamental 

village signs as motorists enter the village (I note there is already one at the Hemingbrough end of the 

village). Are there any rules/stipulations etc regarding these types of signs to replace the current basic 

highway signs? 

Highways Officer response 30/07 - (See attached passive safe policy), so please read through and discuss 

further if you wish to progress. 

Chairman to circulate the passive safe policy to all members; to be discussed further at the next Parish 

Council meeting. 

 

 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/63975/circular-01-2013.pdf
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(CPC – H20) Passing places on Hagg Lane and Moor Lane 

The Parish Council have requested that provision of passing places along Hagg Lane and Moor lane be 

considered. Photographs and marked-up map have been provided and communication between the Parish 

Council and Sharon Fox is ongoing. Latest response from her is as follows: 

“I’ve asked the engineer to investigate, unfortunately we still do not have funding for highway 

improvements but the engineer will work out a cost so you have a starter”.                                               

Please could you chase any updates ? 

Highways Officer Response 02/08 - There appears to be no information available about passing places at 

Hagg Lane & Moor Lane, but from a previous estimate to an unrelated area, the cost of a standard passing 

place is approximately £3,800.                                                                                                                           

If the Parish Council require an accurate estimate, please send a plan detailing the exact location of the 

passing places. 

02 – Obtain quote from George Fillingham to clear path on the Eastern side of York Road between 

Yewtree Farm and the Cliffe sign at the end of Jacques Lane 

George Fillingham quoted £320 which has been agreed by members; clerk has informed George Fillingham 

that the quote has been accepted and requested that the work be carried out as soon as possible.  

 

03 – Update on investigations regarding potential footpath under the overgrowth on the Eastern side 

of York Road between Common End Farm and the Southern perimeter of R Finney’s fenced field 

See 21/088 01-CPC H05 

 

04 – Progress report on extending the village green lights and updating the Village Plan                        

It was noted that the project is ongoing. 

 

05 – Monitor any village water supply/drainage issues 

Deferred to next meeting as Councillor A Holman was not present.  

 

06 - Update on request for affected households to complete the Third Party Consent form required by 

The Consumer Council for Water (CCWater) before they can fully investigate the lack of response 

from Yorkshire Water -   to comply with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).                                                   

Councillor J Wallinger has contacted all the affected households to ask them to complete the Third Party 

Consent form required by CCWater but has only received two forms back so far. 

Councillor Wallinger to follow up on the outstanding forms. 

 

07 - Update on further quotes to culvert the stretch of dyke up to the village green (using identical 

scope of works so that quotes can be compared). 

It was noted that both Councillors A Pulleyne and John Jewitt were still awaiting further quotes which 

they hoped to receive within the next few days. 
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08 - Update on request to Ouse and Derwent Drainage Board for written permission for the Parish 

Council to carry out the work and enquiry re potential funding towards this as they would no longer 

be required to clear this portion of the ditch. 

The clerk read out the following response received  from Nathan Culpan (Ouse & Derwent Internal 

Drainage Board):- 

 

“As per the e-mail below The Board does not own the land in question but has rights to access and preserve 

a wayleave to assure future maintenance of the open section. On this basis The Board cannot give any 

permissions to The PC as we are not the landowner. 

  

If you would like the Board to consider a contribution towards this work please could you officially write 

this in a proposal addressed to The Board and I will then ask for this to be put on the agenda at the next 

meeting (in October). It would be helpful if you could include the sum of contribution that the PC is seeking 

as I can only see this question being asked. Ultimately the Board will make a decision on this request, I am 

sure you will be well aware that these sorts of requests are received regularly by The Board. 

  

Finally please note that if the PC decide to progress this project of culverting the watercourse consent must 

be obtained from the Board prior to any work being carried out – if and when the decision has been made 

please contact me and I will send you an official Board application form – note there is a £50 fee attached 

to this application. 

  
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any further queries on this matter, thank you”. 

 

Clerk to forward the correspondence to the Chairman & Councillor J Wallinger who will follow up with 

Nathan Culpan as they met with him previously. 

                                                                                                                      

09 - Review the overgrown public footpaths on a monthly basis, with individual fields identified which 

do not comply with the applicable laws/regulations.                                                                                      

The Parish Council will continue to monitor the overgrown public footpaths.  

10 – Obtain quote to spray path on Turnham Lane & path on the Village Green 

George Fillingham quoted £15.00 per spray which has been agreed by members; clerk has informed George 

Fillingham that the quote has been accepted and requested that the 1st sprays be carried out as soon as 

possible.  

 

11 - Update on investigations with NYCC re path identified as being incorrectly marked on the NYCC 

pathways map. 

Clerk awaiting response to the request that NYCC investigate the misunderstanding further as the Parish 

Council strongly believe that the path in use is correct and that the NYCC online walkways map is incorrect. 

 

12 - Obtain quote from Village Handyman for repair of the bridges at Broad Lane Wood 

The Chairman advised that due to the steep increase in the price of wood the wood required will cost in the 

region of £400 and noted that the handyman was struggling to get hold of the correct width and amount of 

wire mesh that he needs for the job; Councillor A Pulleyne volunteered to try and source the wire mesh 

required.                                                                                                                                            

RESOLVED to proceed with the repair of the bridges; handyman to liaise with Councillor R Woodall 

regarding access to the site. 
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13 - Cliffe to Cliff Common Footpath – Chase up advice from recommended charitable organisations                  

Chairman to continue to follow up.                                                                                                      

14 - Arc Sign fitting update 

The clerk advised that the fitting had been delayed as order for the powder coated posts took much longer 

than expected although they have now been delivered so the sign will be fitted as soon as possible. 

 

15 - Dog & litter bins – update on orders 

It was noted that the dog bins for Middle Lane and Low Moor Road have now been installed. 

Clerk to follow up on the outstanding orders; dog bins for Turnham Lane & Hagg Lane, litter bin for the 

Village Green and dog bin relocation at the Shrubberies. 

 

16 - Provide update on the book library on the village green 

The book library is scheduled to be installed by the end of August. 

 

17 - ‘Village walks’ leaflet to be placed on village noticeboard & Cliffe Village website 

Councillor J Wallinger advised that the walks are already on the Cliffe Village website and it was agreed 

that Councillor Wallinger will put a note on the website that the walk leaflets are available to pick up at 

Cherry Tree Stores. 

Copies of the walk leaflets will also be put in the book library once this has been installed. 

 

18 – Update on hole near river bank style at the end of Turnham Lane 

Councillor A Pulleyne has made this safe temporarily and Councillor P Maw volunteered to investigate 

who is responsible for the repair.   

 

19 – Distribute website info and email passcodes etc to Councillors for the YLCA and NALC 

membership. 

It was noted that the Clerk has circulated the information to members and the Chairman has now received 

his log in information directly from the YLCA. 

 

20 - Update on meeting with the South Duffield resident to discuss his proposal for village sign 

planters. 

See 21/088 01-CPC H19 

 

21 - Update on enquiry with Highways regarding erecting new village signs & what are the 

procedures/rules to follow. 

See 21/088 01-CPC H19 

 

22 - Update on the defective bridge at the end of Jacques’ Lane reported to NYCC Highways/Byways. 

Councillor J Wallinger advised that this was still ongoing. 

 

23 - Obtain quote from George Fillingham to maintain Station Lane grass cutting. 

George Fillingham quoted £35.00 per cut which has been agreed by members; clerk has informed George 

Fillingham that the quote has been accepted and requested that the 1st cut be carried out as soon as possible. 

Councillor K Wedgwood reported that a local resident has recently cut the grass on Station Lane. 

 

24 - Provide information regarding procedure for moving 7.5t weight limit 

See 21/088 01-CPC H10 
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25 - Update on methods of surveying HGV traffic on York Road & if this is possible. 

See 21/088 01-CPC H11 

 

26 - Provide Clerk with contact details (email address?) of residents who raised concern regarding the 

footpath at the side of the A63 near the bridge. 

 

27 - Contact relevant residents (once details received from Councillor Woodall) informing them that 

the footpath is on private land. 

Items 26 & 27 dealt with together 

Councillor R Woodall has already contacted the residents to inform them so no further action required. 

 

28 - Update on signage sourced (Trespass on footpaths/fields and general misuse of public footpaths) 

Update on putting this information online 

Update on order for signs & required locations 

Obtain prices for posts required 

All items to be discussed further at the end of the year ready to action for 2022 

 

29 - Draft educational leaflet & investigate distribution (Trespass on footpaths/fields and general 

misuse of public footpaths) 

To be discussed further at the end of the year ready to action for 2022; Parish Council to concentrate on 

signage and social media instead of producing a leaflet 

 

30 - Update on NYCC request for suitable official signage for ‘dogs on lead’ at footpath though 

Paddock in Lund 

The clerk advised that NYCC have confirmed that they can provide “dogs on lead” signage free of charge 

so one dozen signs have been ordered; awaiting receipt. 

 

31 - Parish Paddock ideas for future use 

It was agreed to arrange a site meeting to discuss future plans once the tenant has vacated. 

Chairman and to follow up on getting access to the Parish Council safe (located at the school) to review the 

Parish records.  
 

32 - Send application for the AJ1 funding for the VAS 

It was noted that the Chairman and Councillor J Wallinger have applied to the North Yorkshire Police, 

Fire & Crime Commissioner Community Fund but unfortunately they will not fund Vehicle Activated Signs. 

Clerk to apply to the Road Safety Trust for funding when applications open on 9th September 2021. 

 

21/089 Proposed renewable energy scheme (ground mounted solar farm) to be situated on land north 

east of Osgodby and to the north west of Cliff Common (Boom Power). This to include the Wayleave 

request for Broad Lane Wood. 

Chairman to forward wayleave agreement to Councillor A Pulleyne who will arrange for this to be 

reviewed by an acquaintance who is in the legal profession.  

 

Councillor R Woodall spoke about the previous request for the landowner to provide a 1.5m strip of land to 

facilitate the creation of a footpath to Cliff Common which he had turned down and it was noted that his 

stance on this has not changed.  
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21/090 Relocation of weight limit sign (7.5 tonne) for the Northern boundary from its current location 

(near the old Whitemoor Mine) to four lane ends crossroads 

See 21/088 01-CPC H11 

 

21/091 Police Community Officer’s Report 

It was noted that the Parish Council were still awaiting receipt of July police report. 

 

21/092 Review of Trees & groundworks on West side of Main Street. 

It was noted that the Chairman is in the process of arranging a site meeting with the contractor to review 

the work (provisionally arranged for 6pm on Monday 9th August); Chairman to confirm arrangements with 

members. 

 

21/093 Cliffe Bus/Route status update  

The clerk advised that a meeting with Arriva (to include all three Parish Councils along the route) to discuss 

the future of the bus service has been arranged for Thursday 19th August (time to be confirmed and members 

informed). 

 

21/094 Posterngate Surgery Update re Proposed closure of branch surgery at Hemingbrough 

The clerk gave an overview of the Hemingbrough Parish Council meeting with representatives of 

Posterngate Surgery held on Thursday 15th July and read out correspondence received from NHS Vale of 

York Clinical Commissioning Group advising that to date, the process has involved preliminary discussions 

between the practice and the Commissioner and the CCG now requires the Practice to undertake the required 

patient and stakeholder consultation prior to submitting any formal application for closure of the site.  

It was noted that Hemingbrough Parish Council have formed a sub-committee who are actively fighting the 

closure. 

 

21/095 Update on Village Green Plaque Proposal in memory of former councillor 

Clerk to source a suitable plaque and provide wording to be agreed by members. 

 

21/096 Speed sign update 

See 21/088 01-CPC H12 

 

21/097 Planning: - 

 

a) Consider Planning Applications Received:-   

i. (2021/0779/COU) Change of use of ground floor of main building to provide function and meeting 

space at Birchwood Lodge, Market Weighton Road, Barlby  No Objections 

 

b) Consider any Planning Applications Received not listed on the agenda:-  

i. (2021/0845/HPA) Proposed single storey extension to rear at Waroona, Main Street, South Duffield  

No Objections  

 

c) Note Planning Applications Granted: - NIL 

 

d) Planning Updates: -  None 
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21/098 Finance: - 

 

a) The following payments were proposed, seconded and unanimously agreed: - 

 

i. J Leighton-Eshelby (August Salary)      £ As Agreed 

 

ii. North Yorkshire County Council      £ 985.96 (Gross) 

    (Street Lighting Maintenance 2020-21)     £ 164.33 (VAT) 

          £ 821.63 (Net) 

 

iii. North Yorkshire County Council      £ 132.00 (Gross) 

     (Speed Survey)        £   22.00 (VAT) 

          £ 110.00 (Net) 

b) To approve payments not listed on the agenda: -  

 

i. Information Commissioner (Data Protection Fee Renewal)  £   40.00   

    

c) Note receipt of income, as listed below: -  NIL 

 

d) Cliffe Parish Council Insurance Renewal  

The insurance renewal received (£ 331.81) was discussed and it was unanimously agreed to accept the 

quote. 

 

21/099 Correspondence Received:- 

 

Selby District Council – Receipt of Statement of Community Involvement Questionnaire was noted. Clerk 

to draft response, to be circulated to all members for approval. 

 

The Chairman advised that a resident’s relative had raised concern regarding the new Cliffe Meadows 

Holiday Park, Turnham Lane. 

 

It was noted that this concern was not from an actual resident of the parish. However, members discussed 

the concerns and it was agreed that the Parish Council will continue to monitor the development.  

 

21/100 Review/Update Parish Projects List:-                                                                           

(Already covered elsewhere on the agenda) 

 

21/101 Representatives Report 

 

Councillor P Maw spoke briefly about Cliffe Tennis Club request for funding and reported that Cliffe 

Village Institute are re varnishing the floor. 

 

Councillor K Wedgwood reported that the footpath at the top of Turnham Lane (to Newhay Lakes) is very 

overgrown; Councillor Wedgwood to speak to neighbouring properties and provide update at the next 

meeting. 

 

The Chairman advised that a resident had raised concerns regarding the lack of a bus service in the village.  

 

21/102 Confirm date of next meeting: - Monday 6th September 2021 commencing at 6.30pm 
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Councillors are elected on behalf of everyone on the Register of Electors; therefore matters discussed, proposed and voted on, 

become the majority view and are not necessarily individual councillor’s views. 
Parishioners may view previous minutes, by giving prior notice to the Clerk (Ring 01757 630077 for appointment. 

 


